GIFTS FOR DADDY COOL
Father's Day is just around the corner. Still, thinking of something to gift your father this Father's Day? Well, here are
some nice gifts that you can opt for and make the most special man of your life feel all the more special.
Compiled by: Farvi Motiwale Wadhwa

BOLDFIT YOGA MAT

NOVA COMPLETE SPECTACLES FROM NOVA
EYEWEAR

@ ₹4750/-

@ ₹1990/-

Can it be more perfect? All those yogi friends of yours will
surely love this one. Made from sturdy and grounding material
that is firm yet soft and cushioned to provide you maximum
comfort and ease. You will be spoilt for choice with the variety

This Fathers’ day gifting Nova Complete Spectacles from the
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ENGAGE L’AMANTE EAU DE PARFUM, ITC

@ ₹999/-

With the new Engage L’Amante Eau De Parfum, ITC
takes a step forward to redefine fresh, long lasting
and irresistible fragrances in citrus and floral tones.
The latest range includes two scintillating fragrances
designed to offer gentle refreshing feeling that will
revitalise your senses making for ideal gifts for your
Father and show him how much you truly care about
him.

ORANGE

& MINT MULTIVITAMIN EFFERVESCENT
NURTOLIFE @ ₹819/-

POWDER FROM

Why is this product the perfect gift for your dad?
Current times have shown us the importance of good
health. 'Health is Wealth' had never made more sense
before. So here's presenting something to gift your
father this father's day and make sure he is always in
the pink of health! Nutrolife has 30 different types of
vitamins and minerals. Perfect for someone who has a
busy lifestyle and wants to make sure their vitamins
and minerals requirement is fulfilled.
It can act as a perfect substitute for unhealthy drinks
and can boost your energy for 5 to 6 hours!
So, take this opportunity and gift your father his gift of
health today!

HIGH PROFILE MEN’S SKINCARE RANGE FROM
E’CLAT

With

@ ₹2500/-
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youthfulness alive forever!
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Hydrating Sunscreen with Pollution Shield to give your
dad a hydrating and refreshing skin. A made in India
brand, all the products are scientifically backed which
spell nothing but the best.

MENS GROOMING RANGE FROM
BODYCAFE

@ ₹1799/-

Men’s grooming has reached new heights in the past
few years, and so it only makes sense to have a good
grooming routine in place. This Father's Day, pamper
your father with something he truly deserves, a self
care pampering kit designed for men by Bodycafe.
Gift

your

valued

near

and

dear

ones

the

best

of

nature and Ayurveda and show them you care. Their
grooming range is just what one needs to pamper
while at home this Father's Day.

LIFELONG LLM27 ELECTRIC HANDHELD FULL BODY
MASSAGER FOR PAIN RELIEF WITH 4 MASSAGE HEADS
VARIABLE SPEED SETTINGS

@ ₹1074/-

The perfect gift of relaxation makes for a perfect gift
for your father. With customised speed options, gift
your father the Lifelong handheld massager and let
him

recharge,

relax

and

be

free

of

all

aches

and

pains. This massager makes for a one stop solution for
your father to relax and rejuvenate. Built for fathers.
Built for India.

PHILIPS ONEBLADE

The

Philips

OneBlade

@ ₹2199/comes

with

a

revolutionary

technology that lets you shape, trim and shave your
beard at home, all with a single tool. The dual-sided
blade enables easy styling and shaping of beard. This
is the perfect product for men who like to experiment
with their beard and want a tool that makes styling
easy for them. OneBlade also enables you to style your
beard to get salon like results at the comfort of your
home.

PHY DAILY CLEANSE DUO
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@ ₹1299/washes

to
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transport to the lap of nature and make every shower
a refreshing experience.
Mintin'It

Refreshing

Body

Wash

-

Infused

with

peppermint extracts to keep you pepped, your senses
calm and rate you the highest on the refresh-o-meter!
Nordic Sunshine Revitalizing Body Wash - Enhanced
with lemon peel and white tea extracts, this one is
made to experience warmth and feel the sun after the
cool – the good ol' Nordic way!

&

INDIEFIT BLUE RECTANGLE RIMMED GLASSES
FROM TITAN EYEPLUS

@ ₹1595/-

With the Indiefit collection from Titan Eyeplus gift a
perfect pair of spectacle frame to your father. The
Titan Eyeplus Indiefit consists of a design model that
matches every frame shape to user faces shape/Size
on the basis of a methodology – Golden Ratio. The
golden ratio helps to figure out proportionate frame
size that matches Indian face shape & size. The
collection targets the best frames for customer head
size ensuring comfort. Major parameters such as
Frame width/Temple Length / Bridge width are
considered in design for the Indian Customers.

PRO 6 PLUS PREMIUM GIFT SET FROM
LETSSHAVE

@ ₹1499/-

A perfect one-stop solution with a multi-dimensional
product range with the best of everything he needs to
fulfill all his shaving and post-shaving requirements to
upgrade his daily shaving routine ensuring top-class
quality and precision at a fair price.

CARPE DIEM AMENITY CASE BY PAUL
ADAMS

@ ₹116,771.43/-

Original handpainted art on canvas with textured full
grain leather and comes with premium cotton & silk
matty lining, nylon bet for pockets, YKK (best in class
zips and pullers), Coated Metal Clasps. Available in
Dark Almond Tan and Deep Cocoa Tan.
Two pockets made with nylon net within a flap-type
cover for personal hygiene and shaving kit. One large
compartment to hold medium size Perfume, Shaving
Foam, and other toiletries.

